
DS1800TM: Experience the 
Freedom of KVM OVER IPTM

The Power of Being There TM

“ KVM switching goes digital. As a 

result, you can say good riddance 

to distance limitations. Eliminating 

proprietary KVM interconnect wiring 

would be a major breakthrough. 

This is precisely what Avocent has 

achieved with its new DS1800.”

-Network Magazine

“DS1800 is a leap forward in making the 

 KVM switch a valued part of the network.”

 -Network Computing

Avocent’s DS1800 delivers centralized data center management through local or remote IP connections.

Scalable, flexible server management for 

the Enterprise

• DS1800 switching solution provides administrators with both local
 and remote access to virtually any number of servers in their 
 network, regardless of location.

• Powerful BIOS level connectivity, using standard IP connections.

• DS1800 KVM OVER IPTM switching solution’s flexible and scalable
 design works with existing network architecture.

• Simple graphical interfaces gives users point and click access to
 any server and the ability to view multiple servers on a single screen.

• For additional flexibility, the integrated design supports Avocent’s
  OutLook® ES and AutoViewTM 200/400 series.

• Significantly reduces cable count of analog KVM technology and 
 simplifies installation and reconfiguration.

• Enhanced security features include standard DES encryption, user
 authentication, permissioning, access control, and NT security.

• Combine with Avocent's CPS1600TM to manage serial console ports
 through local or IP remote connections.
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DS1800TM: Experience the 
Freedom of KVM OVER IPTM

KVM OVER IPTM

Avocent combines the power of industry 
standard network protocols with KVM 
connectivity to give you access to any server 
in your network.

DS1800 is designed to leverage your existing 
network infrastructure. Plus, DS1800 
eliminates 80 percent of the cabling required 
by proprietary KVM switching solutions.

Now you can easily connect any of your 
operators to any of your servers, regardless of 
where they are located.

DSView Simplifies Server Management
DSView provides a simple user interface 
for accessing servers. This GUI shows 
administrators a list of computers to 
which they have permission to connect. 
Simply select one of the computers and a 
connection is established between DSView 
and the appropriate port on a DS1800. 
Video data is then sent from the DS1800 to 
DSView - the administrator can take 
control of the target computer by moving 
the mouse within the window.

Multi-Platform and Operating 
System Support
DS1800 supports multi-platform environ-
ments, including Sun, USB and PS/2, and a 
wide variety of operating systems including 
Windows 95, 98, NT, Windows 2000, Linux, 
NetWare and Solaris. Additionally, customer 
support for the DS1800 is available seven 
days a week, 24 hours a day.

About Avocent Corporation
Avocent is the leading worldwide supplier of 
equipment that helps data center operators 
manage their ever-expanding server farms. 
Operators are provided real-time access to 
any of their computers using standard IP 
connections from anywhere in the world, 
all without requiring any special hardware 
or software on those computers.

Avocent was formed in the year 2000 by 
the merger of leading industry innovators 
Apex Inc. and Cybex Computer Products 
Corporation. Headquartered in Huntsville, 
Alabama, Avocent has locations in 
Redmond, Washington; Boston, 
Massachusetts; Sunrise, Florida; London, 
England; Shannon, Ireland; Steinhagen and 
Munich, Germany; Singapore; Tokyo, Japan; 
and Toronto, Canada.
 

DS1800TM is designed to leverage your 
existing network infrastructure. Local 
and remote operators can access any 
server in the network, from any location 
in the world.
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